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LETTER FROM THE CEO
If 2020 is the Vision Year, Then All Eyes Are on Safety 

When it comes to aviation, trends come and go. But there 
are some things that never go out of fashion. For us,                
that’s safety. 

In a year that’s already seen the FAA’s ADS-B mandate, the 
COVID-19 pandemic, and the infamous Kobe Bryant crash, 
the whole entire world – not just our industry – is thinking 
about safety in a whole new way. It’s no longer something to 
consider; it’s the new way of living. 

And because safety never stops, neither do we. As an 
essential service, we’ve been hard at work the past few 
months preparing our customers for life after the pandemic. 

At a time when passenger traffic is nearly at a standstill, many 
of our customers are taking advantage of the downtime to 
make repairs or upgrades that they’ve previously put off. 
Upgrades such as autopilots provide an extra layer of safety 
and comfort while giving your aircraft the competitive edge 
in a post-pandemic world. 

We know life is dosing out a lot of lemons right now. But that’s 
the best time to make lemonade. So, if you’re considering 
an upgrade, reach out to us. We’d be happy to work with 
you to determine the tech that works best for your needs 
and your budget. 

These are extraordinary times. And we’re lucky. We’re 
surrounded by some exceptional people. We have the 
most dedicated team in the business, and some of the best 
customers a company could ask for. 

So, to every one of our technicians who have forged ahead 
to help our clients during this difficult time, I’d like to extend 
my sincerest gratitude. And to all of our customers who 
continue to support us as the industry moves forward, a big 
‘thank you’ to you as well. We look forward to serving you in 
2020 and beyond.

Kathryn Brewer
CEO, Leading Edge Avionics

(855) 955-6151  |  www.LEAvionics.com
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THE ULTIMATE
SUMMER CHECKLIST

Top 5 Things You Need in the Cockpit to Keep you Cool, Clean, and Fresh 

We all know summer is traditionally one of the busiest times to fly. But while summer brings 
the opportunity for warm-weather getaways, it also brings a lot of extra heat to the cockpit. 
To ensure you arrive cool, clean and fresh, here are the top five things you should keep in your 
cockpit during the summer:

•     Water: At the risk of stating the obvious, you can never have too much water onboard. 
Staying properly hydrated takes work on long, hot trips. Bring a thermal mug to keep 
water cold or bring a few frozen bottles with you and sip it up as they melt. As a backup, 
always have a few extra jugs of water in your aircraft just in case. 

•     Sunglasses: By sunglasses, we mean PLURAL. Don’t just take your favorite pair.
Have a backup. One day you’ll either sit on your sunglasses, scratch the lens – or worse
– lose them. It’s always a good idea to have a backup pair on hand at all times.  

•     Face Wipes & Deodorant: Fact: You will get a little sweaty and stinky if you’re flying in the
heat. Having a few simple hygiene products handy will make quick clean ups a breeze. 

•     Cleaning Supplies: Do you know how much sweat can find its way onto your headset and
controls on a long, hot flight? Trust us – you don’t want to know. After you give yourself a 
quick cleanup, it never hurts to do the same to your aircraft. Grab some Lysol wipes and 
wipe everything down. Then Febreze that thing before any moist odor sets in. You’ll thank 
us for it.

•     Cooling Towel: If you run hot, you need one. By mopping up as you go with these little
microfiber friends, it’ll be one less mess you’ll be dealing with later.

And yeah, we know we said five things, but we couldn’t help ourselves. So, our bonus tip: Bring 
an Extra Change of Clothes. With this little ace up your sleeve, you can be ready for whatever 
great adventure awaits you on touch down…no matter how stinky and drenched you get while 
in the air.
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WHEN SAFETY
MEETS CELEBRITY 
What Famous Crashes Can Teach Us
About Reducing Our Risk of Accidents

Let’s be honest. America has a fascination with celebrity. Whether we’re talking about actors, 
athletes, business titans, or social media influencers, we tend to follow their every move. So 
when we suddenly lose one of them in a catastrophic plane crash, it hits us hard. It reminds us 
that even the most amazing life stories can have a tragic ending. And that no one is immune to 
safety issues.

Over the past few years, there have been a lot of tragic headlines involving celebrities. What’s 
even more shocking than the loss of life is just how preventable many of those crashes were and 
how having the right technology on-hand could have made all the difference. Here are a few 
you’re sure to remember:

•     Kobe Bryant (2020) The helicopter Kobe was travelling on encountered thick fog and 
hit the foothills of the Santa Monica mountains killing everyone onboard. Experts are 
wondering if a terrain awareness and warning system (TAWS) might have made the 
difference, or if a return to level button might have bought the pilot the extra time 
needed to sort through the chaos.

•     Troy Gentry (2017) Best known as one-half of the country music duo Montgomery
Gentry, Troy Gentry lost his life in a helicopter crash in Medford, N.J. The pilot attempted 
to make an emergency landing but cut the engine too soon, leading to an uncontrolled 
descent that killed the pilot and the beloved music star. One of Garmin’s blue buttons 
might have helped. 
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What’s important to note is that more than HALF of these reasons are preventable with the right 
avionics. Autopilots can prevent you from being in sticky situations in the first place by helping 
you use fuel more efficiently, optimize routes, and avoid potential dangers.

Aircrafts equipped with an enhanced ground proximity warning system can provide terrain 
warnings even when visibility is poor. Aicrafts that feature the blue button/return to level option 
can buy a pilot valuable time during a challenging situation while they calculate their next course 
of action. And of course, midair collisions are preventable with Traffic Collision Avoidance 
System (TCAS), which monitors your airspace even when air traffic control isn’t around.

Historically, price has been a barrier to some of these technologies; however, over the past few 
years much of that has changed as the level of innovation continues to rise while prices continue 
to drop.

We may never know everything about famous celebrity crashes, but one thing we do know 
is that the more ways you can mitigate risk when flying, the better your chances are of not 
becoming a tragic headline yourself.

•     Cory Lidle (2006) Yankees fans were stunned when their pitcher crashed a private plane \
he co-piloted into an apartment building in Manhattan. He made a tight turn that turned 
out to be a little too tight. Could an autopilot have changed the outcome?

•     John F. Kennedy, Jr. and Carolyn Bessette-Kennedy (1999) John Jr., his wife, and his 
sister-in-law Lauren all lost their lives when the private plane John Jr. was piloting crashed 
near Martha’s Vineyard. Most experts agree that the cause was spatial disorientation as 
he descended over water at night – a problem that may have been avoided with the right 
flight instruments.

But it’s not just famous people making tragic headlines. U.S. civil aviation accident fatalities 
increased from 347 in 2017 to 393 the following year. That’s a leap of nearly 30%. There are 
many reasons for aircraft crashes and fatalities, but according to industry stats, the top ones are:

•     Loss of Control Inflight  

•     Controlled Flight Into Terrain

•     System Component Failure
– Powerplant

•     Fuel Related 

•     Unknown or Undetermined

•     System Component Failure
– Non-Powerplant

•     Unintended Flight In IMC  

•     Midair Collisions  
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CASE STUDY

INTRODUCTION
Leading Edge consulted with a long-time customer with a Beechcraft Baron B55 who was looking 
for a more robust and long-term autopilot solution for his 47-year-old aircraft, with some very 
specific requirements and objectives. Our sales team quickly honed-in on the customer’s needs 
and selected the Garmin GFC 600 autopilot as the appropriate choice. Because the aircraft 
owner had an existing stack that was primarily Garmin, his confidence in the product was strong.

CHALLENGE
One of the primary challenges at the onset of the inquiry was that the AML STC list for both 
GFC 500 and 600 autopilots was still being developed. Having added the Baron B55, and 
with travel limited due to COVID-19 restrictions, now was the time to upgrade. An antiquated 
Century autopilot was currently installed in the aircraft and interfaced to Garmin’s G500 PFD/
MFD, GTN-750 and a GNS430.

The customer’s flight path is primarily along California’s mountainous, and often foggy, coastline. 
Workload reduction and reliability for single pilot IFR conditions are a necessity, as his home 
base is in Northern California and his work base in Southern California, which requires multiple 
trips each month.
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SOLUTION
After spending considerable time reviewing the customer requirements and desired outcomes, 
our top sales engineer recommended the Garmin GFC 600 autopilot which has seamless 
integration with the customers’ existing avionics stack - Garmin G500, GNS750, GNS430W, 
and GMA350.

BENEFIT
There will be a significant reduction in cockpit workload when flying single pilot IFR. Added 
safety features with overspeed and stall protection. The now well-known ‘Blue Button’ 
adds additional safety to this aircraft which can aid passengers if the pilot ever becomes 
unresponsive. The basic functions of the autopilot are now smoother and more efficient 
due to a digital system interface. The maintenance will now be reduced by removing a 
problematic Century autopilot, keeping the customer in the air more often. 

CONCLUSION
With modern digital avionics reducing cockpit workload, it makes sense to upgrade an 
autopilot that may soon not be serviceable. Garmin has brought the GFC 500 and GFC 
600 into general aviation with a goal of safety and efficiency i n m ind. With a  Garmin 
autopilot you will have most airline pilots envious of your aircraft. The customer called 
after returning home from the delivery flight thrilled with the results.  “LPV approach was 
rock solid – flawless. Love the new system!”  

The Garmin video on the GFC 500/600 autopilots is worth the 3 minutes.
Click here to view.

https://www.youtube.com/embed/OfhqVbLZ0oc
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BUSINESS AVIATION
ROUNDING THE COVID CORNER

According to the latest numbers, the U.S. business aviation sector is riding a bit of a comeback 
wave of sorts with some estimates predicting 100% gains for June and July month over month. 
While we’re still a long way off from the kinds of stats we saw during pre-pandemic times, there 
is room for hope. 

Forecasters are predicting business aircraft activity should recover in six to 12 months, with 
commercial airlines taking just a little bit longer at about a year to 18 months. Not surprisingly, 
with COVID-19 challenging the entire travel industry, recovery for international flying is expected 
to be slower for all segments.

What’s interesting to see is how COVID-19 is impacting the way people fly. While commercial 
airlines are being hit hard globally, it’s estimated that 30% of all business aviation activity is 
being delivered through turboprops such as the Pilatus PC-12, Cessna 208 Caravan, and the 
Beechcraft King Air 200. 

As for a firm prediction on where things are going from here, it might be too early to tell. The 
top forecasters are looking to the fall. More specifically: October and November. October is 
widely regarded as a bell weather month and, as we all know, there’s a big election going down 
in November. Both of these things are poised to have a big impact on how the industry moves 
forward and of course, how the economy recovers.

In the meantime, we’ll take good news where we can get it.
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ASK MIKE BILBY 

Q:
Hey Mike. On every runway I see black marks where the tires of
the landing gear touch down. Does the rubber ever build up to
the point it becomes unsafe and has to be removed?

Yes, it does! Those rubber deposits can impact braking when the runway is wet. A typical airliner 
leaves behind a pound of rubber per tire during a landing. That’s at least 5 pounds for some of 
the larger aircraft. High-use runways build up tire deposits frequently, and most airports have a 
runway maintenance plan that includes removing all those deposits. This cleaning is often done 
at night when the demand is lower. There are a variety of ways to clean the runway including 
high pressure water, solvents, or a combination of both.

Q:
Hey Mike. I hear the new digital
autopilots are pretty great in terms
of their capabilities. But how are
they in terms of affordability?

This is actually a question we get a lot at the shop. Pilots 
and owners often share stories with each other about their 
new “toys”, and they’re impressed by some of the newer 
features available like return to level mode, underspeed and 
overspeed protection and terrain warning systems.

These things not only make flying a lot safer, they also 
reduce the pilot workload so the whole experience is more 
enjoyable.

That’s all good and great, but you’ll rarely find a customer who doesn’t also want to know how 
much they’ll be shelling out to get those bells and whistles.

The short answer is a lot less than they probably think. 

Some of the best hardware available starts well under $10k plus the cost of install. In relative 
terms, the new digital autopilots are less than half the cost of what they were even five years 
ago. So, the price has never been more affordable, and the features have never been as robust 
as they are today. 

If all that doesn’t get you thinking, then consider the fact that the value of your aircraft instantly 
goes up when you replace a legacy analog system with a new digital system. And you still get to 
enjoy the added benefits of increased safety, smoother flying, and better fuel efficiency. There’s 
an immediate ROI on multiple fronts. 

If you’re asking whether or not they’re affordable, my question is always: “Can you afford not 
to have one?”
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AS THE WORLD MOVES TO 5G, 
THE AVIATION INDUSTRY HAS 
LIGADO IN ITS CROSSHAIRS

The FCC has been getting an earful about Ligado Networks’ proposed high-speed broadband 
cellular network. If it moves ahead, the network will be operating near frequency bands currently 
used by GPS and satellite communications networks.

The National Business Aviation Association (NBAA) recently joined a petition backed by 
heavyweights such as the Aerospace Industries Association (AIA); the Aircraft Owners and 
Pilots Association (AOPA); General Aviation Manufacturers Association (GAMA); Helicopter 
Association International (HAI); International Air Transport Association (IATA); and National 
Air Transportation Association (NATA). The group fired off a petition requesting the FCC to 
reconsider Ligado’s approval. The group has serious concerns about Ligado’s track record acting 
as a “good neighbor,” and there’s worry that the service may interfere with other frequencies. 
The petition also raises the concern that, thanks to the COVID crisis, there was no public review 
of the draft order beforehand.  

To add more fuel to the fire, the FAA itself admitted that testing relating to the network’s effects 
on GPS signals despite was flawed, categorizing it as “limited” and “incomplete” for common 
operational scenarios near the ground. That includes dense urban areas where interference 
would jeopardize life and property both in the air and on the ground.

Since 2012, Ligado (formerly known as LightSquared) has already failed twice to win approval for 
its low-power 5G network. The company now claims it has limited GPS signal disruptions, putting 
interference concerns to rest. However, NBAA Chief Operating Officer Steve Brown reaffirmed 
that any impact to existing GPS and satcom signals carries significant safety implications.

But given the aviation industry’s extensive use of GPS, including demands from ADS-B-enabled 
air traffic control services and GPS-supported terrain warning systems, even the smallest risk of 
interference is cause for industry concern.

Rest assured, we’ll be monitoring this situation closely on behalf of our clients.
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MISS HAPS
WEATHER 

THE COVID TRIPLE THREAT
We talk a lot about safety. But in the COVID-19 world we currently live in, the idea of safety 
is taking on a whole new meaning. That’s because the pandemic has created a once-in-a-
lifetime triple threat of safety, combining three things that make this truly terrible:

• Inactive aircraft
Today’s aircraft are built for continuous use. The more they sit, the more issues that can
creep up and impact performance and reliability. The only thing worse than an overused
aircraft is an underused one.

• Inactive pilots
Staying sharp requires staying active. There are pilots out there today – particularly new
pilots – who haven’t flown in months. From where we sit, you’d be hard pressed to find
anyone eager to fly with a rusty pilot.

• Shared air and tight quarters
Even with a mask, let’s face it: aircrafts were never built for social distancing. You’re
sharing air. You’re rubbing elbows. And you’re touching the same surfaces.

Never before have we had to worry about the competency of the pilot, the integrity of 
the aircraft, and the safety of the shared air circulating within the aircraft. It’s a troubling 
challenge, and one that we’ll have to deal with for the foreseeable future.

But with an industry turnaround slowly rising on the horizon, the hope is that the aircraft and 
the pilots flying them will be back to shipshape. While COVID-19 will still loom, we’ll take 
two out of three any day. 

Every cause needs a champion. Meet “Miss Haps”
- our very own Sultana of Safety, Queen of Caution
and Princess of Preparedness.

Each issue she’ll tackle a different safety issue in her own unique style.
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‘MERICA MARGARITAS!

COCKTAIL

INGREDIENTS

Red Layer

• 3 cups of ice

• 2 oz. of silver tequila

• 1 oz. of triple sec

• 2 oz. of grenadine

Blue Layer

• 3 cups of ice

• 2 oz. of silver tequila

• 1 oz. of triple sec

• 2 oz. blue curacao

White Layer

• 3 cups of ice

• 2 oz. of silver tequila

• 1 oz. of triple sec

• 2 oz. lime juice

Summer is already upon us. It’s a celebratory time of year that calls 
for some light and flavorful refreshments to go with it. Nothing 
better to celebrate another day of independence with than a red, 
white, and blue margarita!

This is one slushy drink you’ll be saluting all summer long!

INSTRUCTIONS

Mix each layer separately in a 
blender until slushy

Fill bottom third of margarita 
glass with red mix

Add same amount of blue mix 
to each glass 

Top with white mix and serve

SERVING SIZE: 2 SERVINGS
TOTAL PREP TIME: 5-10 MINS
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MIKE BILBY

FEATURED EMPLOYEE

If you’ve ever been to our shop, chances are you’ve run into Mike Bilby. Mike is one of our 
technicians bringing to the table a wealth of passion, expertise, and experience on which 
our clients rely.

Mike’s story began 25 years ago with small aircraft. First it was Raytheon’s avionics wire shop 
and the 1900D assembly line. Then, over to Cessna where he joined the Citation Jet, Bravo, 
and Ultra Flight Line teams. As part of the buildup program for the Citation Excel, CJ1, CJ2, 
and the Ultra/Encore programs, Mike learned a great deal about aircraft flight testing, new 
aircraft model creation, and certification. 

From there, Mike made the move to bigger aircraft. At Goodrich, he worked on full avionics 
and interior modifications on Bombardier CRJ’s and Boeing BBJ’s, and cabin monitor mods 
on 777’s. He even spent years working with military aircraft – first on reconnaissance aircraft 
for the 3rd MI Battalion as part of the aircraft’s mission essential crew and ultimately as a 
regional avionics tech for the U.S. Navy and U.S. Embassy King Air’s in Africa, Europe, and 
the Middle East. 

After many years overseas, Mike returned to where it all started, rejoining Cessna as part of 
the buildup team for the Citation Mustang. It was there that he was trained to pay attention 
to the cosmetic details that Cessna’s customers were having issues with and was trained 
as an Aircraft Delivery Specialist on how to evaluate paint and fit and finish issues that had 
plagued their Jet deliveries for years. 

During the latter part of his tour of duty, Mike took on Avionics Manager roles for 
Intercontinental Jet in Tulsa, Okla., Aero Services Center in Santa Fe, N.M., and with Starport 
Aviation in Sanford, Fla., before finally making the move to Southern California to work with 
Leading Edge Avionics – a place he’s happy to now call home.

Mike is married and has two children plus a stepson who is also an avionics technician. Guess 
it runs in the family! Stop by and say hi to Mike any time.
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1) In 1987, American Airlines saved this much money by removing just one olive
from	each	salad	served	in	first	class:

A) 11,000 B) $22,000 C) 32,000 D) $40,000

2) How many liters of water does the average person shed from the body during
a	3-hour	flight?

A) 2 cup B) 4 cups C) 6 cups D) 8 cups

3) What	is	the	original	name	of	John	F.	Kennedy	Airport	in	New	York?

A) Idlewild B) Woodmere C) Jamaica Bay D) Howard Beach

4) The	electrical	capacity	of	a	747	can	power	how	many	32-inch	flat	screen	TVs?

A) 380,000 B) 480,000 C) 540,000 D) 580,000

5) How	many	people	have	been	flown	on	the	747	family	since	they	first
took	flight?

A) 2.3 billion B) 3.5 billion C) 5.6 billion D) 7 billion

ANSWERS

• D) They saved $40k just by ditching an olive.
• C) You lose at least 6 cups of water. Replenish those fluids, mister!
• A) Idlewild, named after the adjacent city neighborhood.
• B) 480,000 flat screen TVs, or roughly 12 Circuit City display windows.
• C) 5.6 billion, or roughly 80% of the world’s population.

Think you know aviation?
See if you can guess the answers to some of our quirkier aviation trivia.

AVIATION TRIVIA
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AVIATION STORIES
Pilot stories that are almost too crazy to believe

•     Phil Rasmussen was one of the few American pilots to shoot down a Japanese plane
during the bombing of Pearl Harbor. He was flying an obsolete plane in his pajamas.

•     In 1953, No Kum-sok, a North Korean pilot, defected to South Korea with his MiG-15. 
He received a $100,000 reward from the U.S. military thanks to Operation Moolah.
This operation was an American-led effort to acquire a MiG aircraft.

•     In 1956, Thomas W. Attridge’s jet was shot down during a test flight. It was later found 
that he had run into his own bullets that he had just fired.

•     In 1958 a pilot ejected from his F-106 when it entered a flat spin. He was surprised to
see it come out of the spin and land itself in a cornfield. Today the plane is known as 
the Cornfield Bomber.

•     Twelve cyanide pills were located in the cockpit of the Enola Gay. The crew was
instructed to take these pills in case the bombing of Hiroshima went wrong.

•     In 2009, two Northwest pilots lost their licenses when they overshot their destination
by nearly 200 miles. They only realized their mistake when the flight attendant asked 
them about landing. Apparently, they were both on their laptops.

•     Tex Johnson, a pilot who was demonstrating a Boeing 707, did a barrel roll. When the
Boeing executive asked him what the heck he was he doing, he replied that he was 
selling airplanes. He went on to do another barrel roll.

•     In 1994, a FedEx jet was hijacked by a disgruntled employee. In spite of the crew 
receiving multiple hammer blows, the pilot managed to fly the plane in such a way
as to keep the hijacker off-balance. He even flew it upside down. Eventually the
crew managed to stop the hijacker and land the plane.

•     Scott O’Grady, the real pilot on which the movie Behind Enemy Lines was based, 
ended up suing FOX, because they depicted him as a soldier who disobeys orders
and swears.
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FUN AIRPORT CODES

UPCOMING EVENTS
/CANCELLED EVENTS

Now that summer is in full swing, many of you with green thumbs will be out gardening and 
getting ready to celebrate your next harvest. Here are a few garden-themed airport names 
that should help inspire you:

Due to COVID-19, most live events have 
been cancelled for 2020:

Annual Catalina Fly-In
rescheduled for July 17 - 18, 2021.

Oshkosh
rescheduled to July 26 - Aug 1, 2021.

•     PEA Penneshaw Airport in Ironstone, Australia

•     YAM Sault St. Marie Airport, Canada

•     NUT Nutuve Airport, Nutuve, Papua New Guinea

•     DIG Shangri-La China

•     HOE Ban Huoeisay Airport in Huay Xi, Laos
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